
September 13-NOVember 2, 2006    “Myth, Mortals, and  

Immortality: Works from Museo Soumaya de México,” 

on view at the International Gallery until November 2, 

showcases 100 works of art from the 17th to 20th  

century by Mexico’s most renowned artists including  

Diego Rivera, Rufino Tamayo, José Agustín Arrieta,  

Juan Soriano and David Alfaro Siqueiros.  > PG 4
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We are the Smithsonian Latino Center. 

We celebrate Latino culture, spirit and 

achievement in America. 

Mexican identity defined through the 

multicultural mosaic of its art—treasures 

from the collection of Museo Soumaya  

de México. pg 5

 
What do butterflies and Botero have in  

common? They were part of the “Colombia  

at the Smithsonian” exhibit. pg 3

Grammy-nominated joropo band Cimarrón 

performed at the Smithsonian Castle. pg 7

¡Smithsonian con Sabor!—our inaugural benefit 

gala, see photos inside. pg 6
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Dear Readers,

Happy New Year! As the Smithsonian Latino Center 

enters its tenth year, I am extremely proud to 

introduce the first issue of the quarterly newsletter 

Cultura Viva.

We certainly have a lot to talk about in this first 

issue: the Center held its inaugural benefit gala in 

September ¡Smithsonian con Sabor! a successful 

fundraising event with true Latin flavor at the 

Smithsonian Castle. The event launched an 

annual tradition of celebrating a different Latin 

culture each year throughout the Center’s gala 

and programmatic activity. We also opened two 

wonderful exhibitions during Hispanic Heritage 

month – “Colombia at the Smithsonian: The 

Colombian Presence in the Collections of the 

Smithsonian Institution” and “Myth, Mortals  

and Immortality: Works from Museo Soumaya  

de México” in col-laboration with that prestigious 

Mexican museum which holds the private collection 

of entrepreneur Carlos Slim. In our newsletter you 

will read articles by Smith-sonian Latino Center 

staff and our collaborators who were involved in  

making each of these projects happen. We’ll also 

give you a sneak peak at some of our new initiatives 

and information on how to find out about our 

upcoming programs.

The Smithsonian Latino Center celebrates Latino 

culture, spirit, and achieve-ment in America. Our 

specific mission is to increase public awareness of a 

com-munity that is not only important historically 

to America but is also making an incredible impact 

on our society today. Latinos are an important 

part of our societal fabric, our living culture 

– cultura viva. We want Latinos in America to feel 

their culture and achievements are understood 

and appreciated and we want all Americans to 

understand the impact of Latinos on their  

collective heritage.

Thank you for your support and interest. We look 

forward to seeing you at the Smithsonian.

¡Que viva nuestra cultura!

pilar O’leary, DirectOr 

SmithSONiaN latiNO ceNter

l e t t e r  f r O m  the Director 

FRONT COVER TOP LEFT: Jorge gonzález camarena, untitled, oil on canvas, colección museo 

soumaya. FRONT COVER TOP RIGHT: Fernando Botero, “the hunter”, oil on canvas, photo courtesy 

oF hirsh-horn museum and sculpture garden. FRONT COVER CENTER RIGHT: grupo cimarrón at 

¡smithsonian con saBor!, Foto By Juan carlos Briceño. FRONT COVER BOTTOM RIGHT: manuel 

alBerto torres BomBiela, “man Bird” or “Bird god”, photo courtesy oF the smith-sonian’s 

national museum oF the american indian.
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Dear Friends,

This premiere issue of Cultura Viva highlights some 

of the Smithsonian Latino Center’s work during the 

past year to honor the contributions of Latinos to 

art, science and the humanities and also gives you  

a preview of great things to come. 

The Smithsonian Latino Center has worked in close 

collaboration with experts across the Institution 

to ensure that exhibitions, public programs and 

educational opportunities include and fully reflect 

the diversity and depth of American civilization 

in all its multicultural beauty. “Colombia at the 

Smithsonian,” “Myth, Mortals and Immortality” 

and the dazzling ¡Smithsonian con Sabor! gala 

were unforgettable displays illustrating the richness 

and diversity of our Latino heritage.  We were 

pleased to be able to share these wonders with our 

audiences and invite you not only to read through 

our newsletter, but also to browse the pages of our 

new website at (www.latino.si.edu) which is rich in 

educational content. 

 

We would also like to take this opportunity to 

thank all those individuals and companies who 

have supported us throughout the years. We need 

your support to ensure that every young American 

sees his or her own heritage and cultural identity 

respectfully represented in our nation’s most 

important museums. I hope you will join us in  

this important effort. 

heNry r. muñOz, iii, chairmaN 
SmithSONiaN NatiONal latiNO bOarD

l e t t e r  f r O m  Henry Muñoz
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What began as the desire to present a dazzling display of Colombian 

art and artifacts from Smithsonian museums at the Latino Center’s first 

annual gala, has evolved into a pan-institutional survey of the key Latino 

collections throughout the Smithsonian and to exhibit objects from 

Smithsonian collections from different a different Latin culture each year.

Colombian Exhibition Launches  
lat ino collect ions survey at  the smithsonian

Botero’s “Reclining Eve” is on  

view at the Smithsonian Castle  

until January 15. pg 5

TOP LEFT: pilar o’leary photo By dario acosta TOP RIGHT: colomBian 

ButterFly photo By Jim diloreto. smithsonian institution. CENTER: Fernando 

Botero, “reclining Figure” (eve), photo By lee aKs, courtesy oF the hirshhorn 

museum and sculpture garden.

On SePtember 6th, over 700 guests previewed the 

exhibition Colombia at the Smithsonian: The Colombian 

Presence in the Collections of the Smithsonian Institution at  

the Castle during the inaugural benefit gala  ¡Smithsonian 

Con Sabor!  Originally scheduled to close in October, 

the exhibit was extended due to popular demand for an 

additional 13 weeks until January 15, 2007. More than 

300,000 visitors viewed the exhibit through the months 

of September through December 2007. 

Organized by the Center’s director of exhibitions and public 

programs Henry Estrada, in collaboration with Smithsonian 

curators across the Institution, “Colombia at the Smithsonian 

celebrates the collaborative relationship between the 

Smithsonian Institution and the country of Colombia by 

highlighting Colombian collections and research initiatives 

at the Smithsonian Institution over the last century. The 

exhibit’s nearly 75 objects and art works showcase the 

full range of Colombian presence in the Smithsonian’s 

collections including: butterflies, insects, precious gems 

and minerals including the Colombian Mackay emerald, the 

dazzling centerpiece in a priceless necklace fashioned 

by Cartier in the 1930’s, to historical stamps and coins, to 

indigenous objects dating to 1400 and contemporary art 

works by renowned artist Fernando Botero.

“This collections-based exhibition is all part of a larger plan 

to assess the Latino and Latin American collections at the 

Smithsonian in order to better facilitate new acquisitions 

and create new opportunities for research, education, and 

programming,” said Estrada. “The goal of this initiative 

is to ensure that the contributions to art, science and the 

humanities by our hemispheric neighbors to the South are 

highlighted and understood by both Latino and non-Latino 

audiences that visit the Smithsonian,” he said.

The Smithsonian Latino/Latin American Collections  

Survey grew from the Center’s longstanding initiative 

to compile a digital database of the Latino collections at 

the Smithsonian. One of the first products created from 

this initiative was the 2003 publication of “Brazil at the 

Smithsonian,” which highlights the Smithsonian’s key 

collections from the country of Brazil. The digital database  

of the Smithsonian’s Latino collections will be accessible to 

the public through the Center’s online virtual exhibitions 

and interactive search engines.  



The Smithsonian Latino Center celebrated Hispanic 

Heritage Month by highlighting Mexican art and 

culture with “Myth, Mortals, and Immortality: Works 

from Museo Soumaya de México.” The exhibition was 

on view at the Smithsonian International Gallery from 

September 13 through November 2, and showcased 

works of art from the 17th to 20th century by some 

of Mexico’s most renowned artists, including Diego 

Rivera, Rufino Tamayo, José Agustín Arrieta, Juan 

Soriano and David Alfaro Siqueiros. 

the mexican cultural mOSaic 

Works from Museo Soumaya de México
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The show was curated by Monica López-Velarde Estrada 

and Alfonso Miranda Márquez from the Museo Soumaya 

in close collaboration with Joanne Flores and Emily Key 

from the Smithsonian Latino Center and Seth Waite from 

the Smithsonian International Gallery. Organized into ten 

thematic sections, the artwork was carefully selected to 

demonstrate the various influences, such as the indigenous, 

European, Asian, and African, and important symbols and 

legends, which combine to form the diverse cultural mosaic  

of Mexico’s identity. 

Anchoring the show was the original thirty-foot sketch by 

Diego Rivera for the mural “Nightmare of War, Dream of 

Peace.” The mural was commissioned in 1952 by El Instituto 

Nacional de Bellas Artes (The National Institute of Fine Arts). 

An exemplary piece from the Mexican School of Painting, 

Rivera introduced a Mexican perspective on world affairs and 

condemned the West and its abuses towards the working class. 

Censured by the Mexican authorities because of its highly 

sensitive socio-political commentary, the mural became part 

of a traveling exhibition to countries behind the Iron Curtain. 

Upon its return to Mexico City, the mural was discovered 

missing. It is believed that the mural was destroyed in China 

during Mao’s Cultural Revolution. All that remains is the 

original sketch which was on view during the exhibition. 

On the opposite side of the spectrum, renowned Mexican 

artist Rufino Tamayo presents a different approach to art.  

Unlike his colleagues in the Mexican School of Painting, 

Tamayo focused on color and form rather than political or 

social commentary. Exemplifying this idea is his “Watermelon 

Vendor,” in which the vendor is depicted as a conductor, 

directing an orchestra of fruit. The red, white, and green of 

the watermelon reflect the symbolic colors of the Mexican flag 

and the central colors of the country’s national identity. The 

seeds of the watermelon symbolize the citizenry of Mexico. 

All these elements come together to form the “Concert of 

Mexico”, with the vendor conducting, leading, and uniting  

the different cultures to form one people and one culture  

in Mexico. 

Through the exhibition, audiences were exposed to the 

multiple facets of Mexican life and culture. From the 

indigenous myths and the role of the Catholic religion, 

to the modern day commentary and use of art to portray 

everyday life, the mysteries, ideas, and influences that form 

the Mexican identity were revealed. During its run, the show 

was visited by over thirty-five thousand people and more 

than one thousand students and teachers, whom took part in 

interactive tours with Smithsonian Latino Center educational 

staff. The exhibition and the tours allowed the visitor (Latino 

and Non-Latino) to learn more about its neighbor and how 

many threads are woven together to form the cultural fabric 

of lo Mexicano. 

OPPOSITE: vieW oF the diego rivera sKetch at the smithsonian international gallery, photo By Juan carlos Briceño. this copy 

is For you to looK at But it is not to read. OPPOSITE BOTTOM: Jorge gonzález camarena, untitled, oil on canvas, colección 

museo soumaya. ABOVE CENTER: ruFino tamayo, “vendedor de sandias,” gouache on paper, © d.r.  ruFino tamayo / herederos / 

méXico / 2006. Fundación olga y ruFino tamayo, a.c.

 
Anchoring the show was the original thirty footsketch 

by Diego Rivera for the mural “Nightmare of War,  

Dream of Peace.”
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¡Smithsonian  
Con Sabor! 
september gala
the smithsonian castle, 
Washington, d.c. 

¡SmithSONiaN cON SabOr! September Gala  a. Colombian dancers—El Tayrona. b. Univision SVP Ivelisse Estrada, Pilar O’Leary, Smithsonian Latino Center Director, and Colombian Coffee Icon Juan Valdez. 
c. Senator Mel Martinez, Mexican Ambassador Carlos de Icaza and Mrs. de Icaza, Colombian Ambassador Carolina Barco d. Secretary Larry Small, Florida Governor Jeb Bush, Director Pilar O’Leary. e. View of the 
Castle gardens. f. Gala Honorees: Mo Rocca, Patricia Cardoso and Esteban Cortazar with Pilar O’Leary, Secretary Larry Small and Colombian Ambassador Carolina Barco g. Cristina Saralegui and Cheech Marin.  
h. Representative Ileana Ros-Lehtinen being honored. i. Representative Xavier Becerra and Smithsonian National Latino Board Chair Henry Muñoz III and Board Member Gloria Rodriguez.
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mO rOcca—On beinG hOnOred at ¡SmithSOnian cOn SabOr!  

The ¡Smithsonian con Sabor! gala would have been a night to remember even if  

I had not been honored. Growing up in D.C., I’ve always held the Smithsonian in 

a revered light. Its museums are some of the world’s best. (Never mind that my 

parents had to drag me kicking and screaming to them when I was a kid. Could 

you blame me? The Air and Space Museum rocks—but the Hirshhorn? I’m still 

trying to figure out how to look at some of that stuff.) The Castle always seemed 

particularly forbidding.

But the Castle came gloriously to life for the gala. The music, the food, the 

Colombian art brought in for the event—all of it was so thoughtfully orchestrated. 

I was humbled to be honored alongside film director Patricia Cardoso and designer 

Esteban Cortazar. (I was inclined to hide behind them on stage. They are  

much more likely to pass as Colombian.)

To have my mother, a native of Bogota, join me was the best part. She has 

supported every single choice I’ve made in my career—even the less than stellar 

ones. (A mother’s love is blind.) The evening reminded me that my work in media 

and the creative arts is not separate from me.  It is a reflection of who I am, an 

extension of my heritage. And my heritage is Colombian. Now I just need to work 

on my Spanish.

Smithsonian Con Sabor Colombiano

ABOVE RIGHT: colomBian-american Writer/comedian mo rocca and slc director pilar o’leary

Mo Rocca is a comedic actor, writer,  

former correspondent for Comedy Central’s  

“The Daily Show” and a regular contributor  

to NBC’s “Tonight Show with Jay Leno.” 

d
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“myth, mOrtalS aND immOrtality” exhibitiON aND OpeNiNG receptiON a. Nell Payne, Director, Smithsonian Office of Government Relations; Pilar O’Leary, Smithsonian Latino Center Director; First 
Lady Laura Bush; Soumaya Curator Alfonso Marquez Miranda; Joanne Flores and Nikki Krakora director of Special Events. b. First Lady of Florida Columba Bush and Pilar O’Leary, Smithsonian Latino Center Director 
c. Isabel Lara, Roberto Slim, Alfonso Marquez Miranda and Joanne Flores. d. Pilar O’Leary, Smithsonian Latino Center Director with Mexican Minister for Cultural Affairs Alejandro Negrín and his wife, Teresa de 
Negrín. e. Julio Solórzano and Bart Hudson of Florida House. f. Nina Oviedo of Florida House, Sheila Burke, Smithsonian Deputy Secretary and U.S. Treasurer Ana Cabral. g. First Lady of Florida Columba Bush with 
Congressmen Lincoln and Mario Diaz-Balart.
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“Myth, Mortals  
and Immortality:  
Works from Museo 
Soumaya de México” 
opening reception  
and exhibition 

b c

cimarrOn at SmithSOnian—The lively sounds of the music called joropo 

originated in the broad river plain stretching from both sides of the Orinoco River 

in eastern Colombia and western Venezuela. Over the past half century, radio, 

recordings, regional music competitions, and government–sponsored educational 

programs have taken its engaging, infectious sound to wider audiences and helped 

make it one of the most admired Latin American musics.  

Harp, bandola melody guitar, cuatro guitar, string bass, and maracas combine 

melodious and rhythmic qualities that reflect its origins in the mix of 

European, African, and Indian peoples that populated the area over the past five 

centuries. While the joropo has evolved musically in its virtuosic technique and 

instrumentation, back home on the llanos (plains), it continues to be a musical flag 

of cultural identity.

In 2004, the Smithsonian’s Latino Initiatives Pool Fund supported research and 

recording costs to produce the CD recording “Sí, Soy Llanero: Joropo Music 

from the Orinoco Plains of Colombia by Grupo Cimarrón.”  Smithsonian 

Folkways Recordings (www.folkways.si.edu), the national museum’s nonprofit 

record label, selected the music to include in its Tradiciones/Traditions series 

of recordings of grassroots musical traditions reflecting the breadth of Latino 

cultural heritage found in the United States. Carlos Rojas Hernández, director of 

the joropo ensemble Grupo Cimarrón, assembled an all-star lineup of musicians 

for the recording.  The resulting CD, illustrating the stylistic breadth of the joropo 

in Colombia today, was nominated for a GRAMMY award in 2004 in the Best 

Traditional World Music category.

Grupo Cimarrón has furthered its collaboration with the Smithsonian, appearing 

before enthusiastic audiences at the “Nuestra Música: Music in Latino Culture” 

exhibition of the 2004 Smithsonian Folklife Festival, in features on Smithsonian 

Global Sound (www.smithsonianglobalsound.org), and most recently, at the 

opening of the Smithsonian Latino Center’s September 6 “Colombia at the 

Smithsonian” gala.  Rojas, also a consultant for Colombia’s Ministry of Culture, 

continues to work closely as co-producer with Smithsonian Folkways Recordings 

director Dr. Daniel Sheehy to develop future recordings of Colombian  

traditional music.

a
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Misa Criolla
the dc choral arts society  oF  Washington

In a special concert performance presented by The Smithsonian Latino Center and The 

Smithsonian Associates, The Choral Arts Society of Washington under the direction of 

Joseph Holt will perform “Misa Criolla” by Argentine composer Ariel Ramírez (b. 1921). 

“Misa Criolla,” composed in 1964, is his most famous work and is one of the first masses 

in the national idiom. Ramírez not only used the language and indigenous instruments 

of his country but also the vibrant musical rhythms and colorful harmonies of his native 

Argentina. This performance also features tenors Manuel Melendez, José Sacin and Pablo 

Talamante, the Alturas Duo and Carmen de Vicente, one of the world’s only concert castanet 

artists. In addition to “Misa Criolla,” the ensemble will perform other popular and well-

known songs from countries throughout Latin America in a celebration of Hispanic heritage 

and culture throughout the hemisphere. For tickets and information call The Smithsonian 

Associates (after December 2006) at (202) 357-3030 or  visit www.residentassociates.org.
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Check out the Collections section with links to different Smithsonian Latino 

Collections including The Costume Collection at the Smithsonian’s National Museum 

of American History’s Hispanic Designers where fashion greats like Manolo Blahnik, 

Oscar de la Renta, and Carolina Herrera and others are featured.

Don’t miss the Latino Virtual Gallery – an online, bilingual exhibition space presenting 

dynamic interactive exhibitions on Latino culture, history, science, art, society and 

the humanities. The Gallery seeks to enrich the range and scope of Latino-focused 

exhibitions available to the general public and to educators in a rich and immersive 

learning experience.

Find links to information about significant Latino Collections from various 

Smithsonian museums and its partners across the United States.

Visit Our New Website!

Sunday, February 25, 2007 3:00-4:30 Pm  

baird auditOrium, natiOnal muSeum OF natural hiStOry 10th Street and cOnStitutiOn ave.,  n.W. 

tO Find Out abOut Our exhibitS, PrOGramS and SubScribe tO Our neWSletter viSit WWW.latinO.Si.edu.

ABOVE: artWorK illustrated By ceila anderson Based on a painting By nivia gonzalez.


